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We al ulate a marginal order parameter dimension m whi h in a weakly diluted quen hed mve tor model ontrols the rossover from a universality lass of a \pure" model (m > m ) to a new
universality lass (m < m ). Exploiting the Harris riterion and the eld-theoreti al renormalization
group approa h allows us to obtain m as a ve-loop "-expansion as well as a six-loop pseudo-"
expansion. In order to estimate the numeri al value of m we pro ess the series by pre isely adjusted
Pade{Borel{Leroy resummation pro edures. Our nal result m = 1:912  0:004 < 2 stems from
the longer and more reliable pseudo-" expansion, suggesting that a weak quen hed disorder does
not hange the values of xy-model riti al exponents as it follows from the experiments on riti al
properties of He4 in porous media.
Key words: quen hed disorder, m-ve tor model, renormalization group.
PACS number(s): 05.50.+q, 64.60.Ak, 75.10.Hk

I. INTRODUCTION

Along with the spa e dimension d, the order parameter dimension m is relevant for the universal properties
of a model at riti ality [1℄. In the presen e of disorder the value of m determines also whether a disordered
model possesses novel universal properties in omparison with a pure model. A typi al example of this feature
is presented by a riti al behaviour of a weakly diluted
quen hed m-ve tor model [2℄. The model is de ned by a
Hamiltonian

H=

1X
J (jRi
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Rj

j)S~R S~R R R ;
i

j
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j

(1)

where Ri span over the sites of a simple ubi latti e
and S~Ri denote the m- omponent spins intera ting via
a translationally invariant short-range isotropi intera tion J (jRi Rj j). The weak disorder is introdu ed by
sto hasti un orrelated o upation numbers Ri equal to
1 in the ase when a site is o upied by a magneti atom
and 0 otherwise (see Fig. 1). The on entration of o upied sites is onsidered to be above the per olation
threshold. The quen hed disorder implies that va an ies
Ri = 0 are xed and require on gurational averaging
of observables [3℄.
The ru ial dependen e of the universality lass of
model (1) on the order parameter dimension m an be
established by the Harris riterion [4℄. It states that a
disorder hanges the universal riti al properties of a
\pure" model only if heat apa ity riti al exponent of a
pure model is positive. Within the hierar hy of the physi al realizations of the m-ve tor model only the Ising
model m = 1 is hara terised by = 0:109  0:004 > 0,
while xy- (m = 2) and Heisenberg (m = 3) models'
heat apa ity does not exhibit divergen y at riti al-

ity: the orresponding riti al exponents remain negative
= 0:011  0:004, = 0:122  0:009 [5℄. Therefore
one an expe t that only weakly diluted quen hed Ising
model belongs to a new universality lass.
Indeed, experimental studies on rm the theoreti al
predi tion. The bulk of eviden e olle ted in a re ent review [6℄ demonstrate a novel riti al behaviour of the
magneti systems des ribed by model (1) at m = 1. The
experimental value of the heat apa ity riti al exponent at the -transition in He-4 [7℄ orroborated that
the system belongs to the xy-model universality lass
with no divergen y of the heat apa ity at the phase
transition point. Subsequently, experiments on the ritial behaviour of He-4 in porous media [8℄ on rmed the
irrelevan y of a weak quen hed disorder in this ase.

Fig. 1. The weakly diluted quen hed m-ve tor model des ribes a system of randomly distributed m- omponent ve tors whi h are xed on sites of a three-dimensional ubi latti e and intera t via a short-range translationally-invariant
for e.
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A natural question arises: an a marginal value of m
be obtained su h that for m > m the riti al exponents
of a weakly diluted quen hed m-ve tor model oin ide
with the orresponding values of a \pure"model, but for
m < m they split to new values. Note, that while the
values of the riti al exponents both for pure [5℄ and diluted m-ve tor [9℄ models are al ulated pre isely, the
rossover between two universality lasses has not been
the subje t of extended theoreti al al ulations. One an
mention only the results for m on the basis of two- [10℄
and three-loop renormalization group studies [11℄ of a
weakly diluted d-dimensional m-ve tor model. The obtained values m = 2:01 and m = 2:12 ontradi t both
experimental data [8℄ and the Harris riterion [4℄. In ontrast, an alternative estimate on the base of a re ned by
onformal mapping resummation of the six-loop renormalization group fun tions of the m-ve tor model expli itly yielded m = 1:942  0:026 [12℄. In this study we
want to solve the in onsisten y of the theoreti al results
[10{12℄ and to perform an independent determination of
m.
Relying on the Harris riterion one an determine
m from the requirement of vanishing the heat apa ity riti al exponent of the m-ve tor model. We will
make use of this ondition appealing to a well-established
eld-theoreti al renormalization group (RG) approa h
[1℄ whi h allows perturbative al ulating of the marginal
order parameter dimension m . In the next Se tion we
obtain m as "- and pseudo-" expansions whi h follow
from the alternative minimal subtra tion and massive
s hemes of eld-theoreti al renormalization group approa h. In order to ope with the divergen ies of the
expansions and to obtain reliable numeri al values based
on them we pro ess the expansions by appropriate resummation pro edures. The resummation pro edures are
also analyzed and adjusted in the next Se tion. The outomes of the study are presented in the on luding Se tion III.

RESUMMATION

As mentioned above, the marginal dimension m of
a weakly diluted m-ve tor model an be re onstituted
from the riti al properties of a \pure" m-ve tor model.
Considering the heat apa ity riti al exponent of a
\pure" model as a fun tion of the order parameter omponent number m, one an write the master equation for
determining m as follows:
(2)

The treatment of Eq. (2) by means of the eld-theoreti al
RG approa h an be performed in various s hemes. Two
of them are most widely used in the theory of riti al phenomena. The dimensional regularisation with the minimal subtra tion [13℄ allows obtaining quantities of interest by familiar "-expansions [14℄ with " = 4 d. As a
starting point to obtain the "-expansion for m serves the
234

of the m-ve tor
model, whi h is known in the ve-loop the approximation [15℄. By keeping the oeÆ ients of the expansions
as fun tions of m and reexpanding equation (2) in " we
obtain m in the form:

m = 4 4" + 4:707199"2 8:727517"3
+20:878373"4:

(3)

Formally, the numeri al value of m at d = 3 an be alulated from the expansion (3) by the substitution " = 1.
The renormalization onditions of the RG massive
s heme [16℄ provide another possibility to obtain the riti al properties dire tly at d = 3. The traditional al ulation of the riti al exponents in the massive eld theoreti al RG s heme implies a numeri al analysis of the RG
fun tions. However, the most a urate estimates of the
riti al exponents of a three-dimensional m-ve tor model
[5,17℄ are based on a pseudo-" expansion te hnique [18℄.
This te hnique avoids intrinsi errors a umulation typial for the numeri al pro essing of the massive RG fun tions and results in a self- onsistent olle tion of ontributions from the di erent steps of al ulations [17℄.
On the other hand, introdu ting the auxiliary pseudo" parameter  whi h mimi s the role of the ordinary "
parameter of the minimal subtra tion RG s heme allows
to analyse the series by methods well-established for the
"-expansion.
In order to obtain a pseudo-" expansion for m we
start from the expansions of RG fun tions of m-ve tor
model whi h within the massive s heme have been alulated in the six-loop approximation [19℄. Introdu ing
into fun tions [19℄ the parameter  (see [17℄ for details)
we obtain the pseudo-" expansion for m at d = 3 as
follows:

m = 4 8=3 + 0:766489 2 0:293632 3
+0:193141 4

II. THE EXPANSIONS AND THE

(m ) = 0:

"-expansion for the riti al exponent

0:192714 5:

(4)

Again, the resulting numeri al value of m an be obtained from expansion (4) by the nal substitution  = 1.
The expli it form of expansions (3) and (4) is suÆient in prin iple to estimate the numeri al value of m .
However, the series for RG fun tions are known to be of
asymptoti nature [20{22℄ and must be resummed before
the nal substitutions " = 1 ( = 1). An expli it form of
the asymptoti of series (3){(4) has not been obtained,
ontrary to "-expansions for the m-ve tor model riti al
exponents. Consequently, the appli ability of resummation pro edures to the series of m is only onje tured.
A resummation pro edure, whi h in di erent modiations is ommonly used in the studies of asymptoti
series, is the integral Borel transformation [23℄. However,
this te hnique implies expli it knowledge of the general
term of a series and thus annot be applied here, where
only trun ated sums of the series are known. On the
other hand neither an we use the resummation pro e-
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dures based on the onformal mapping te hnique [17℄
sin e even estimates on large-order order behaviour of
expansions terms are unavailable. In the ase of the series (3){(4) we are restri ted to the simplest pro edures
whi h do not imply su h estimates.
Let us start the analysis by representing series
(3)
e approximants [M=N ℄ (x) =
PM by means
PN of Pad
i
j
a
x
=
b
x
in
the variable x = " [24℄. The
i
i=0
j =0 j
result for m is shown in the form of a Pade table (5),
where the number of the row, M , and that of the olumn,
N , orrespond to the order of the numerator and that of
the denominator of the Pade approximant [M=N ℄ respe tively. Subsequently, o denotes approximants whi h an
not be onstru ted within the onsidered approximation,
while small numbers in (5) indi ate that approximants
have poles (at " = 6:52 and " = 1:11 for [0=2℄ and [0=4℄
respe tively) and thus are unreliable.

2 4
2 1939 1:5086
2
66 0
2:1624 2:0316 1:9365
66
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:
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1:9311
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(i + b)!
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where b is an arbitrary non-negative number;

 subsequently one extrapolates the Borel{Leroy im-

o

age (7) by a rational Pade approximant

2:0839 1:9669 1:9398 1:9106
1:8799

 starting from the initial sum S of L terms one
S (x) =

The rst olumn of table (5) represents a straightforward
summation of series (3) terms and obviously shows the
divergen e of results with the in rease of the approximation order. Conversely, the onvergen e of numbers is
observed along the main and next to main diagonals of
the table. For instan e, the expe ted inequality m < 2
an be obtained already within the fourth and the fth
order of the "-expansion (3).
The results of Pade-analysis of the pseudo-" expansion
(4) are presented in table (6) in the same notations as in
table (5).

2 4
66 1:3333
66
66 2:0998
66 1:8062
66
4 1:9993

six-loop approximants [3/2℄ and [2/3℄ as well as the veloop approximant [2/2℄ yield pra ti ally the same value
of m within the fourth digit leading to the estimate
m = 1:9085. This number is not yet onsidered as the
most a urate estimate of m that one an obtain from
expansion (4).
By assuming the fa torial divergen e of the oeÆ ients
of expansions (3), (4), one an apply to their analysis a
re ned Pade{Borel{Leroy resummation pro edure whi h
has been su essfully used in various tasks of theory of
riti al phenomena [25℄. The pro edure is based on the
integral Borel transformation [23℄, however it uses as an
intermediate step an extrapolation by means of a Padeapproximant [24℄. More pre isely, the pro edure is dened by the following algorithm:

2:2425

o

1:8875 1:9084 1:9085

o

o

1:9227 1:9085

o

o

o

1:9029

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

3
7
7
7
7
7
7
: (6)
7
7
7
7
5

Again, small numbers orrespond to unreliable approximants with the poles at  = 7:29 and  = 0:907 for
[1=2℄ and [1=4℄ respe tively. The distinguishing property
of table (5) is a onvergen e of the results on the basis
of a mere summation of the pseudo-" expansion terms
(4) (the rst olumn of table (6)). Contrary to the "expansion analysis (5), the inequality m < 2 is observed
already in a four-loop approximation and remains valid
in the ve- and the six-loop approximations. However,
the best onvergen e is noti ed for the approximants parallel to the main diagonal of table (6). For instan e, the

S B (xt) ) [M=N ℄ (xt);

 the resummed fun tion S Res is
the following form:

S

Res

(x) =

Z1
0

nally obtained in

dt exp( t)t [M=N ℄ (xt):
b

(8)

Similar to the Pade-analysis, within the Pade{Borel{
Leroy resummation pro edure, various nal estimates of
a resummed series an be obtained depending on the type
of the Pade approximants hosen. In addition the t parameter b an be used for adjusting the resummation
pro edure to provide a self- onsistent onvergen e of the
results. In Fig. 2 we present the result of the "-expansion
pro essing by means of the resummation pro edure (7){
(8). Here, the estimates of m on the basis of the higher
three-, four- and ve-loop "-expansion are depi ted depending on the approximant type as well as on the t
parameter b. Among all the possibilities we hose the
approximants lose to the main diagonal, namely [1/1℄,
[0/2℄ in three-, [2/1℄, [1/2℄ in four and [3/1℄, [2/2℄, [1/3℄
in the ve-loop approximation. Notably, approximants
having poles on the real positive semiaxis are onsidered
as unreliable. For instan e, Fig. 2 displays the real part
of values with imaginary parts smaller than 10 7.
Sin e no information is available on the large-order behaviour of series (3), all the values of b an be onsidered
as equally suitable. An evident property of all the urves
in Fig. 2 is a saturation of the value of m for large values of b. In order to ex lude the values on the basis of
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large b and taking into a ount that in similar tasks of
riti al phenomena b a ounts for several units, we restri t ourselves only to the values of b within the interval
0  b  5. We neither take into a ount the approximant [1=2℄ sin e it provides only two values within the
interval.

der of perturbation theory we take up the values on the
basis of di erent approximants of the same order as independent. Doing so allows us to onsider their average
as an overall estimate of m within a given number of
loops. The overall estimates of m obtained in this way
depend on the loop order os illatively, whi h permits to
suppose that a su essive entral value lies between two
pre eding entral values. Thus we average the overall estimate on the basis of the approximation order with a
orresponding overall estimate from the pre eding order,
hoosing the error bars as a half of a di eren e between
maximal and minimal values from these pairs. Finally,
we obtain a sequen e of on den e intervals of m su h
that error bars of a higher result lie ompletely within
error bars of the previous one.
Based on the analysis des ribed above we obtain the
following estimates of m from the "-expansion (3):

 

 



4LA : m = 1:996  0:104;
5LA : m = 1:923  0:051:



(9)

One an note from estimates (9) that only the ve-loop

 

"-expansion ex ludes the values m  2, and therefore

















brings about a weakly quen hed disorder irrelevan y for
the xy-model universality lass.

      



Fig. 2. The estimate of the marginal order parameter dimension m obtained on the basis of Pade{Borel{Leroy resummation of the "-expansion (3) for di erent values of the
t parameter b. The following symbols show the results based
on di erent Pade approximants:  and  mean the [1/1℄, [0/2℄
approximants, N and H show [2/1℄ and [1/2℄ approximants,
while , + and  denote the [3/1℄, [2/2℄ and [1/3℄ approximants respe tively.









To obtain a on den e interval for m we analyse the
data of Fig. 2 in the following manner. As a rst step
we obtain the entral value of m on falling look on the
data on ea h approximant separately. To this end we average all the values on the basis of ea h approximant
over b, 0  b  5. The orresponding error bars are
then determined by a half of the di eren e between the
maximal and minimal values of m within the onsidered interval of b. The resulting estimates of m in the
su essive number of loops are presented in Fig. 4, a,
where the result on the basis of ea h working approximant is shown by its entral value (bla k ir les) and
the error bars. For instan e, in the three-loop approximation two on den e intervals orrespond to [1/1℄ (a
smaller entral value) and [0/2℄ (a larger entral value)
approximants; the four-loop approximation ontributes
by a single estimate on the basis of [2/1℄ approximant,
while the ve-loop approximation yields three on den e
intervals from the [1/3℄ (the largest entral value), [3/1℄
(the middle entral value) and [2/2℄ approximants.
In order to get a nal estimate of m within ea h or236
























      



Fig. 3. The estimate of the marginal order parameter dimension m obtained on the basis of Pade{Borel{Leroy resummation of the pseudo-" expansion (4) for di erent values
of the t parameter b. The following symbols show the results
based on di erent Pade approximants: , N, H denote the results on the base of [1/1℄, [2/1℄, [1/2℄ approximants, , + and
 show the [3/1℄, [1/3℄, [2/2℄ approximants, while  and
orrespond to [2/3℄ and [3/2℄ approximants respe tively.

Let us turn now to the Pade{Borel{Leroy analysis of
the pseudo-" expansion (4). The dependen ies of the estimates of m on the basis of the pseudo-" expansion on
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the t parameter b are shown for di erent approximants
types in reasing number of loops from three to six in
Fig. 3. Sin e the pseudo-" expansion is one order longer,
in addition to the approximants of Fig. 2 we use here
the approximants of the six-loop order, namely the neardiagonal approximants [3/2℄ and [2/3℄. The values of m
obtained on the basis of the approximant [0/2℄ do not t
Fig. 3 and thus are not presented, though they will be
taken into a ount in the nal al ulations.
Applying the pro edure identi al to the "-expansion
we obtain the resulting estimates of m depending on the
type of the approximant as presented in Fig. 4, b. For instan e, in the three-loop approximation two on den e
intervals orrespond to [1/1℄ (smaller entral value) and
[0/2℄ (larger entral value) approximants; the four-loop
approximation ontributes by two almost identi al estimates on the basis of [1/2℄ and [2/1℄ approximants, while
the ve-loop and the six-loop approximations yield three
and two on den e intervals respe tively. Subsequently,
$ $

averaging the overall estimate on the basis of a given
loop order with the orresponding overall estimate from
a pre eding order, one obtains a sequen e of onvergent
on den e intervals for m :
4LA : m = 1:976  0:117;
5LA : m = 1:904  0:013;
6LA : m = 1:912  0:004:

(10)

The sequen e of results (10) obtained on the basis of the
pseudo-" expansion (4) shows evidently better onvergen e properties than the orresponding results (9) obtained on the basis of the "-expansion (3). For instan e,
the error bar of the ve-loop "-expansion estimate is four
times larger than the orresponding estimate on the basis
of pseudo-".
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Fig. 4. The on den e intervals for the marginal order parameter dimension m of a weakly diluted m-ve tor model as
fun tions of the order of approximation. The left pi ture presents the result of the Pade{Borel{Leroy resummation of the
"-expansion (3), the right-hand pi ture orresponds to the analysis of the pseudo-" expansion (4). See the text for the whole
des ription.

III. CONCLUSIONS

In the theory of riti al phenomena the values of riti al exponents and riti al amplitudes ratios have attra ted onsiderable interest of resear hers. This study,
however, has al ulated another important quantity,
whi h is responsible for a rossover phenomenon in the
weakly diluted quen hed m-ve tor model. Based on the
Harris riterion as well as on the eld-theoreti al renormalization group approa h we determined the marginal
order parameter dimension m of the model. Before our
work only one reliable numeri al estimate of m was ob-

tained [12℄. The result m = 1:942  0:026 [12℄ stemmed
from the appli ation of a onformal mapping resummation te hnique to the massive six-loop RG fun tions at
d = 3. We ompleted this study with two more results
from two di erent RG s hemes. Within the minimal subtra tion s heme m is obtained as an "-expansion (3),
while within the massive s heme m is al ulated as a
pseudo-" expansion (4). Both series allow to estimate
a numeri al value of m after their analysis by Pade{
Borel{Leroy resummation pro edure, however the nal
estimate of the paper m = 1:912  0:004 is based on
the pseudo-" expansion. This is explained not only by
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a longer series al ulated for the expansion, but also by
its better onvergent properties in omparison with the
"-expansion. Su h a situation has been already observed
for a al ulation of a marginal dimension of a ubi model
[26℄.
Though the obtained value of m is very lose to the
integer value 2, our estimate evidently shows that within
the error bars it is slightly smaller than 2. This result im-

plies that universal properties of the xy-model are not affe ted by a weakly quen hed disorder at riti ality. This
on lusion is on rmed by re ent experimental studies
on the riti al behaviour of the super uid He4 in porous
media [8℄.
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GRANIQNA VIMRNST^ SLABOROZVEDENOÕ
ZAMOROENOÕ m-VEKTORNOÕ MODEL
1
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Kritiqna poved nka slaborozvedenoÝ zamoroenoÝ

.

UkraÝna

onal~ni un versitet men vana Franka, kafedra teoretiqnoÝ f ziki

m-

vektornoÝ model

Pri dostatn~o velikih znaqennh parametra vpordkuvann

reim

prisutnosti bezladu

ne v dquva

un versal~nost

m.
(m) \

.

"

k pri malih znaqennh

m

model~ u kritiqnomu

vona naleit~ do novogo klasu

m Gar sa

model

.

m

mona viznaqiti z umovi zanulenn kritiqnogo pokaznika teplo mnosti

Na s~ogodn

dl kritiqnih pokaznik v model

-

-

stalo standartnim vikoristovuvati teoretiko pol~ovi renormal za
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no grupovi p dh d k zas b otrimann k l~k snogo opisu kritiqnih viw
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m

Krosover m  dvoma r znimi reimami v dbuva t~s pri pevnomu graniqnomu znaqenn
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MARGINAL DIMENSION OF A WEAKLY DILUTED QUENCHED m-VECTOR MODEL

m.

m = 1:9420:026

toru d = 3. U nax  robot mi dopovnili
e dosl denn we dvoma rezul~tatami. Sperxu mi vikoristovumo " = 4
d-rozklad, ki da rozb ni rd: m = 4:0 4:0" +4:707199"2 8:727517"3 +20:878373"4 : Dal mi
d sta mo psevdo-" rozklad pri d = 3: m = 4
2:666667 + 0:766489 2 0:293632 3 + 0:193141 4 0:192714 5 :
Natoqn xa o
nka vipliva
z psevdo-" rdu. Zastosovuqi peresumovuvann Pade{Borel{L rua dl
v dnovlenn zb nosti
~ogo rdu, mi otrimu mo m = 1:912  0:004.
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nka dl

P dstavo dl o
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nogo v dobraenn xestipetlevih renormal za
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